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The capital of India is Delhi-NCR's metro rail transport system, operated by Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Limited, millions of people ride every day on the Delhi Metro. Here we tried to show the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) and Delhi Metro Map, better ways of fare and connectivity related information. And in keeping with the vision of the Delhi Metro,
its purpose is to create a public-friendly transportation system. With this facility, people will easily find Delhi Metro Route, Line, Platform and all information related to rent. Delhi Metro is the largest and busiest metro in India, and the world's 9th longest subway system is in the longest and 16th largest ride, the network has eight color-coded regular lines, with a
total length of 317 kilometers (197 miles) which serves 229 stations (Airport Express Line and Interchange Stations, including 6 stations). You can get all the details by clicking on the subway line below. Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) had announced it would make the Pink Line metro fully operational by the middle of 2020. With construction being
moved due to the COVID19 lockdown, Delhiites may now have to wait a little longer. The love of life in Delhi includes many factors, including beautiful neighborhoods, exciting commercial centers, large markets, food chains, but especially connectivity. Delhi Metro is one of the most widely used communication modes in the city because it connects all major
stations from south to north and from east to west. Delhi's pink line metro is one such new development that is expected by many Delhiites. Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) had made it official to make the Delhi Metro's Pink line fully operational by the middle of 2020. The construction of the metro of the pink line had to be made active on a one-and-a-
half kilometre stretch (the pink line) connecting the stations of Mayur Vihar (pocket one) and the area of Lake Trilokpuri Sanjay. It is only a waiting period of no more than eight months for the pink line to be functional, making the lives of thousands of people easier than before. The pink line is scheduled to be opened to the public sometime in 2020, if not
delayed due to the COIVD19 Pandemic. Some important aspects to note In March 2018, the six-kilometre route, along with the 59-kilometre route between Durgabhai Deshmukh (South Campus) and Majlis Park, was initiated. It was followed by connecting Lajpat Nagar to South Campus section in August 2018 and finally, the Shiv Vihar to Trilokpuri section in
October 2018. On December 31, 2019, the Delhi metro pink line was inaugurated to connect the stretch between Lajpat Nagar and Mayur Vihar Phase 1 and has since been opened for public use. Between this stretch are five metro stations: Vinoba Nizamuddin&gt;Mayur Vihar Phase-I&gt; Mayur Vihar Pocket-I in this 10-kilometer stretch. With the beginning
of the line, the commute time is reduced by fifteen to twenty minutes especially for those traveling from east to south Delhi. The special inauguration was carried out by respected ministers and Deputy Chief Minister of New Delhi. Facts: The ring road line covering the above section (a 9.5 km long corridor) will be operational between northwest Delhi (Majlis
Park) and northeast Delhi (Shiv Vihar). The full distance coverage will be on lease fifty-nine kilometres once the work is completed and the pink line metro will run across the Ring Road stretch of Delhi. The interesting 'U' shaped route has attracted the attention of many infrastructural heads who welcome the DMRC's innovative pink metro line. The pink line
metro route will be an elevated route compared to the other metro lines in Delhi with Dhaula Kuan at an altitude of twenty-three point six meters. Of the total route length 48 points are four-eight kilometers the elevated route, while nineteen points become eleven kilometers underground. What makes the Pink Line route so exciting? Metro exchange is a daily
thing among passengers traveling via Delhi metro. The nodes or connecting stations connect metro lines from one side to the other, making it easy for passengers to travel long distances. The Delhi pink linemap has some of the most interesting nodes that will help people cover longer routes within a short time. The piece will connect almost all major stations,
touching the Yellow Line, Greenline, Blue Line, Orange and Violet lines. It will also help connect the Anand Vihar Terminal: Indian Railways, Hazrat Nizamuddin and the ISBT (at Anand Vihar &amp; Sarai Kale Khan) An innovative technology: the Delhi pink line card has become one of the most technologically advanced innovations implemented by the Delhi
Metro Association. The card rack will be functional on a standard measure allowing trains to have UTO or Unattended Train Operations, also known as Driver fewer trains. Initially, the drivers will run these metro trains which will slowly become an advanced technology that allows trains to operate autonomously. Another progress that will positively affect the
pink line metro is the CBTC or Communication Based Train Control. This is a new signaling innovation that will certainly improve signal synchronization between subways from different directions. In this way, the train frequency will increase drastically, reducing the journey time to its destination. Now we take a look at the Delhi Pink Line Route Map
development: On Monday, August 6, 2019, Durgabai Deshmukh South Campus became operational cover stations between Lala Lajpat Nagar metro stations. This was inaugurated by Arvind Kejriwal (Chief Minister of Delhi and Minister of The Union Singh)It includes the Shiv Vihar stretch that is under the Phase 3 Delhi Metro developmentOn completion of
the corridor, the between Majlis Park and Shiv Vihar rounded at about fifty-nine kilometers. The DMRC (Delhi Metro Rail Corporation) has made it official that about 11pm metro trains will operate on the pink line. These trains will run between Lajpat Nagar station and Majlis Park.The new segment of the pink linemetro trains will cover six major stations: Sir
Vishwaswaray Moti Bag Station, which comes right after the Durgabai Deshmukh South Campus, the Bhikaji Cama Place, Sarojini Nagar, INA South Extension and Lajpat Nagar.One can easily go for an interchanging metro from the stations of INA and Laj Napatgar , connecting the yellow and violet metro lines. Moti Bag station will be the singular elevated
station among the six new metro stations, while all others will have a subway station. No major work comes without a bit of challenge According to the DMRC, setting up the Phase Three corridor was a great trial. Due to obvious conditions, the pink line metro route faced many technological blockages in the first days, such as traffic maintenance, signaling,
land acquisition and more. The construction challenge was mainly due to the positioning of the Red Road stretch and major utility changes were made between Mayapuri and Sakurpur. There were also bottlenecks during the construction of traffic management in areas of Maujpur, Anand Vihar, Welcome and Patparganj. Here is a tabloid representation of
some the pink line metro stations and their type on the Delhi metro pink line: StationRoute TypeMukundpur DepotInterchange (Magenta Line)Majlis ParkInterchange (Magenta Line)AzadpurInterchange (Yellow Line, Magenta Line)Shalimar BaghNormalNetaji Subhas PlaceInterchange (Red Line)SakurpurNormalPunjabi Bag WestInterchange (Green Line)ESI
HospitalNormalRajouri GardenInterchange (Blue Line)MayapuriNormalNariana ViharalNormalDelNormalDurgabai Deshmukh South CampusInterchange (Yellow Line)Sir Vapuri waswaray Moti BaghNormalBhikaji Cama PlaceNormalSarojini NagarNormalINAInterchange (Yellow Line)South ExtensionNormalLajpat NagarInterchange (Violet
Line)VinobapuriNormalNormalNormalHazrat NizamuddinNormalMayur Vihar 1Interge (Blue Line)Mayur Vihar Pocket 1NormalTrilok Puri Sanjay LakeNormalVinod Nagar EastNormalVinod NagarNormalIP ExtensionNormalAnand ViharInterchange (Blue Line)KarkardumaInterchange (Blue Line)Karkarduma CourtNormalKrishna NagarNormalEast Azad
NagarNormalWelcomeInterChange Red LineJaffrabadNormalMaujpurNormAlGokul PuriNormalJohri EnclaveNormalShiv ViharNormal Finally, the pink line metro is by far the most groundbreaking metro route in Delhi covering all ends of the city with a promise for more innovation in the future. Pink Line of Line 7 was the first line that was inaugurated as part
of Delhi Metro Phase III development. At 58.5 km it is the longest line on the system; However, the whole line is not yet operational. The viaduct between Trilokpuri-Sanjaymeer and mayur Vihar Pocket 1 is not works as two separate sections - Shiv Vihar to Trilokpuri-Sanjay Lake and Majlis Park to Mayur Vihar Pocket 1 - with a total of 38 stations. It is one of
the only three lines on the system with platform screen doors at all stations, communication-based train control (CBTC) and driverless train control facilities. The line has six-bus trains running at a maximum speed of 80 km/h at 1435 mm (standard meter) tracks and 25 kV AC via overhead lines. Pink Line runs through the city in a circle, usually along the Inner
Ring Road. Stations at Delhi Metro Pink Line Station Interchange/Connections English Hindi Pink Line (towards Maujpur-Babarpur) Majlis Park मज लस the Pink Line (towards Maujpur-Babarpur) Azadpur आजादपुर Yellow Line Shalimar Bagh शालीमार Netaji Subhash Place सुभाष. <1> ووووووووو  Punjabi Bagh West पजंाबी प म Green Line ESI Hospital ईएसआई
अ पताल Rajouri Garden 1993 Blue Line Mayapuri मायापुरी Naraina Vihar नरनैा delhi cantonment ईएसआई अ पताल छावनी Durgabai Deshmukh South Campus दगुाबाई देशमुख साउथ कपस Orange Line (Dhaula Kuan station) Sir Vishweshwaraiah Moti Bagh िव े रयैा मोती Bhikaji Cam आई ऐन ऐ भीकाजी कामा a Place भीकाजी कामा Sarojini Nagar Yellow Line South Extension द ण

ووووووو  Lajpat Nagar وووو  violet line Vinobapuri وووووو  Ashram आ म Sarai Kale Khan-Nizamuddin ووووووووو -िनज़ामु ीन Hazrat Nizamuddin Railway Station; Sarai Kale Khan ISBT Mayur Vihar - I मयूर ووووو  - I Blue Line Mayur Vihar Pocket I मयूर وووو  पॉकेट I Trilokpuri-Sanjay Lake ووووووووووووووو -संजय झील East Vinod Nagar nagar िवनोद मयूर मंडावली-प म िवनोद IP
expansion आईपी ए सटशन Anand Vihar आनदं the Blue Line. Anand Vihar Terminal; Anand Vihar ISBT Karkarduma कड़कड़डूमा Blue Line Karkarduma Court कड़कड़डूमा कोट Krishna Nagar कृ णा east Azad Nagar आज़ाद welcome जाफराबाद Maujpur-Babarpur मौजपुर
&lt>5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5&5& gt;- وووووووو  Pink Line (towards Majlis Park) Gokulpuri ووووووووو  Johri Enclave ووووو  एन े व Shiv Vihar وووووووو  Pen Line Route Map Further expansion of
Pink Line Under Phase IV, Pink Line is expanded from Maujpur-Babarpur to Maj Parklis. In this way, those who have to commute between the two stations do not have to travel across the entire line and Delhi in a virtual circle; they can just take the train across the Yamuna River to reach their destination. Top attractions connected by Pink Line Attraction
Nearest Station Distance from nearest Station (Km) Pacific Mall (Sahibabad) Anand Vihar 0.7 Humayun's Tomb Sarai Kale Khan-Nizamuddin 2.9 Hazrat Nizamuddin Dargah Sarai Kale Khan-Nizamuddin 2.6 Indraprastha Park Sarai Kale Khan-Nizamuddin 1 World Peace Pagoda Sarai Kale Khan-Nizamuddin 1.8 Delhi HaatA 0 South Ex Market South
Extension 0 Lajpat Nagar Central Market Lajpat Nagar 0.6 Sarojini Nagar Market Sarojini Nagar 0.4 Punjabi Bagh Market 0.7 Rajouri Garden Market Rajouri Garden 0.6 TDI Mall Rajouri Garden 0.4 Coronation Park Majlis Park 2.3 Other Delhi MetroLines: Red | Yellow | Blue | Green | Violet | Orange | Magenta | Grey | Rapid Metro Book Hotels: Couple of
friendly hotels in Delhi | Budget Hotels in Delhi Delhi
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